0. Introduction. We assume the reader is familiar with the work of Douglas, Martinez, and Squeff [4] . General references to the literature were given in the bibliography of [4] and they are given again herein. We state briefly the problem in this section.
We consider [1] , [8] [9] [10] [11] , [13] the nonlinear parabolic/elliptic system of equations that describe the transient behavior of a semiconductor device in a closed interval of R' (ax=/alax, etc.): If bte De, lip, Dp are assumed to be positive constants, the equations (0.1) are quasilinear and have been treated by Douglas, Martinez, and Squeff [4] . In this paper we generalize their method to the nonlinear system that results from assuming that Ste, De, lip, and Dp are functions of the electric field q. Actually, these assumptions on the coefficients are more realistic, since the mobilities /le and ,up are the proportionality factors of the drift velocities to the electric field:
Vd=_Leq, vd = 1xpq.
Also they allow us to improve the estimates of [4] . Here we derive L2-norm error estimates for the carrier densities that are independent of the L'-norm of the approximation qh to the electric field q. Appropriate models for the mobilities are given in Selberherr [13] , and they suggest that a and Da for a = e or p can be assumed to satisfy the following conditions.
There where v' and vP are the saturation velocities and lus and ips stand for one of the field independent, scattering mobility models, then assumption (0.3e) can be verified provided that q and its derivatives are bounded. In the single space variable problem q and its derivatives are bounded. So, in particular, it follows from the first inequality of (0.3e) that
where M3 is a positive constant depending on M2, the bound for the right-hand side of the potential equation, and the bound for ,ts(q). Without loss of generality we can take L3_ M3. We will not assume the Einstein relations for the mobility and diffusion coefficients. In ? 1 we describe the proposed numerical procedure. In ? 2 we derive L2-norm error estimates for the approximate electric field qh. Finally, in ? 3 we obtain L2-norm error estimates for the approximations eh and Ph to their respective carrier densities e and p.
1. Description of the numerical procedure. If (0.1) are scaled as in [10] , [11] , [15] , then (1.la) axq = -axxq = -z(e -p -c),
where z is the inverse square of the normed characteristic Debye length of the device [10] .
As in the previous work [4] we will use a mixed finite-element method to approximate q and C simultaneously and a modified method of characteristics [3] , [5] , [6] , [12] to approximate the densities e and p.
To introduce the modified method of characteristics for e and p let re =,Te(X, t) be the unit vector in the direction (-UT,Le(q)q, 1) and r, the unit vector in the direction I[x-xj] E P1([xi-1, xi])}. We will seek approximations e' and phm in Zh 0? m N, to em = e(, tm) and ptm = p( *, tm), respectively. We denote by qhm and if m the corresponding approximations to qm and (f,m; they lie in different spaces to be discussed later in this section.
Next, we approximate 9,ae/are via backward differencing along the tangent to the re-characteristics at (x, tm): A t otherwise.
Note that, if Atem < At, then im e afl and e(im, tm -At tm) should be evaluated using the boundary value specification.
Similarly, we find the mixed weak form: Now we estimate the error qhm-Qm. Subtracting (1.9) from (2.2) and using (1.8), we see that
First, if we let w = ax (qm -Qm) and v = qm-Q m in (2.4), then we see that The estimation of T5 is rather long and it will be done in four steps. Note that 7je vanishes on f?m. Thus, At this point we introduce the induction hypothesis that (3.21) | m?-0, provided that (At+ h 2 + h 2)h -1/2 is bounded as At and h = max (hd, hq) tend to zero. We delay the proof of this statement to the end of the paper.
Denote by Ke,p a bound for the L'-norms in space and time of e, p, E, P, eh, Ph
Now, we want to get an estimate for the L2-norms of e -em and P^hm--pm that is Now multiply by At and sum on m from m = 1 to m = n. If 1 -KKAt is bounded below by, say, .5, then by applying the Gronwall lemma [7] since e is bounded. A similar inequality can be derived for pm. Therefore (3.21) holds for n provided that h 1/2{1At+h2?+hh2} to be bounded as At and h tend to zero.
The following theorem has then been proved. with Me, p = Me, p T, where T is the final time, and K, K, and Me, p are as described in (3.27).
